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Portable Database
A Palm system for a mobile sales team includes a portable product database.

Sony Computer Entertainment of America employs a highly mobile team of 
merchandisers who travel to retail outlets gathering critical retail data on 
SCEA’s products. The Palm devices carried by the workers include an 
extensive product catalog with the names, suggested prices, UPC barcode 
numbers and other information. The mobile workers take orders in the field 
for some of SCEA’s products, and the custom application on their handheld 
devices uses the database of products to determine the complete information. 
The main product database is also stored on the central server and can be 
updated by managers. This allows for changes and additions to be made which 
can be sent quickly and efficiently out to the mobile workers when they 
synchronize their Palm handhelds. 

The SCEA System is primarily designed to gather retail data, and the workers only 
accept orders for smaller products. As such the order configuration system (and 



the database it uses) does not include more sophisticated elements like 
order tracking
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Portable Database - the business problem
SCEA needs a system that can be centrally managed and is easy in the field.

Sony Computer Entertainment of America employees a mobile workforce to 
travel to retail locations across the country. These mobile workers need to be 
able to take orders directly in the field while they meet with retail managers. 
SCEA’s catalog of products and prices change rapidly and SCEA needs to 
ensure that they can quickly distribute updates to the mobile workforce. In the 
field, the mobile workers need to be able to access the catalog data easily so 
that orders can be taken efficiently.

SCEA’s mobile workers only accept orders for small Point-of-Purchase items, and 
not for all of SCEA’s product line of games and consoles. For this reason an 
elaborate order tracking system has not been used. This simpler system might still 
be useful to enterprise customers who might which to deploy a simple prototype 
system before moving to a more complete order fulfillment and tracking solution.
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Portable Database - the old workflow
The original system was based around paper catalog listings.

Originally, SCEA compiled and distributed paper listings with their product 
lines.

1 Managers compile paper catalog listings with the current product 
line, UPC numbers and prices.

2 The paper catalogs are express mailed to the mobile workforce. This 
requires the hiring of workers to copy, collate, address, and mail all 
of the catalogs, as well as to maintain a current address list and be 
available to handle the occasional lost catalog.
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Portable Database - the new workflow
The Palm system is centrally administered with catalogs quickly distributed.

The Palm system makes it easy to update a database of product information, 
putting the very latest catalog in the field. There is no need for workers to 
manually handle the distribution.

1 Managers update the product listings in a central database, either by 
adding new items, altering prices, or changing product categories.

2 Mobile workers synchronize their Palm organizers to the central 
server, receiving the latest catalogs after each update. Manager and 
workers can be confident that the very latest catalogs are being 
shown to retailers in the field.
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Portable Database - the business benefits
The Palm system allows for fast, accurate catalogs to be distributed.

The Palm system allows SCEA’s managers to quickly and easily update their 
database of product information from a central location. The updates are sent 
down to each mobile worker when the synchronize, ensuring that they have 
the very latest updates.
The Palm solution increased efficiency by:

• giving managers a single central location from which they can update 
the main database of product information,  the same database that is 
ultimately transferred to the field

• distribution of the product database during a synchronization greatly 
speeds up the time needed to put the catalog into the field

• distribution during synchronization eliminates the need for clerical 
workers to manually collate and mail the product catalogs

• the Palm application is able to quickly and efficiently display the 



database information, making it as fast, if not faster, than a 
paper catalog
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The Palm Solution
A complete enterprise Palm solution is more than just the handheld

The power of a successful Palm solution for the enterprise lies in the tight 
integration of the handheld devices with the corporate infrastructure. For the 
SCEA Merchandizing the deployed system consists of:
1  handheld device

• a Symbol SPT-1500 or SPT-1700 barcode enabled Palm device
• a Palm modem to connect the handheld with the server
• a Palm application written in the Satellite Forms scripting language

2  synchronization
• ScoutSync server synchronization software

3  enterprise systems
• a SQL Server database
• a custom Administration program written in Visual Basic
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Handheld Device - the hardware
A Symbol device - a Palm organizer with a barcode scanner was chosen

The SCEA Merchandising system selected the Palm platform over its 
competitors primarily on the strength of its battery life. Windows CE devices 
of comparable size do not have the power to remain active for the extended 
periods of time needed by the merchandisers. The ease of use was also an 
important consideration and the custom application developed for this system 
was designed to be easy to operate.
Symbol unit was selected because of the barcode scanner. The retail surveys 
that are the primary purpose of the SCEA Palm system include questions 
about product inventory which are answered by scanning product barcodes. 
For the built-in database discussed here, however, the barcode scan engine 
isn’t critical. 
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Handheld Device - the hardware
A modem is used to connect the Palm device to the server

The SCEA Merchandising system uses a Palm modem to make a direct 
connection to the central server. The use of a modem gives the merchandisers 
a great deal of freedom in choosing where to synchronize from without tying 
them down to a single PC or laptop proxy - the merchandisers simply need to 
locate a standard phone jack.
The connection is made using the Scout client on the Palm device, which 
makes a RAS connection into a server running Windows NT. The 
merchandisers supply their standard passwords in order for the 
synchronization to commence.

A wireless solution would not be a good option for this project because of the large 
amount of data being transferred during each synchronization. Wireless is best for 



small data sets.
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Handheld Device - the application
This application uses the Palm OS® file system as a database.

The Palm OS® file system can be used for a simple database, with different 
records stored together. In this case each product is a single “record” 
containing several pieces of information such as price and UPC number. All of 
the records are stored as a single Palm database which is associated with the 
custom application. This is standard for Palm programs, for example the 
Memo and Address book applications have databases holding the information 
they display. The Palm OS® database API does not include any sort of 
complex query language such as SQL and a developer would have to create 
the code needed for sophisticated searching.
An alternative would be to use a third party Palm database engine, such as 
those available from IBM, Oracle, and Sybase. For this particular application, 
however, complex searches were not needed and so these third party options 
were not needed. In many other instances, of course, it may be very useful to 
include a more sophisticated database system on the handheld.
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Handheld Device - the application
A Palm OS® database contains basic information about each record.

A Palm OS® database contains some basic information about each record in 
addition to the actual data. Each record can be assigned to a specific category, 
as is done with the standard PIM applications. Also, each record can be 
assigned an alternate sort order.
The database also stores information that is relevant to all the records, such as 
the name of the application which uses the data.

This is only a subset of the information stored for each record. Also, the category 
is stored as an index (a number). The database as a whole stores the category 
name corresponding to each index.
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Handheld Device - the application
Palm databases can be quickly displayed in an alternate sort order.

Each record can also store an alternate sort order. In the example show here 
the default order shows each record alphabetically, with the alternative being a 
sort by category. This method is much faster than resorting the data, as can be 
seen in the standard Palm address book which can display entries by last name 
or company.

This slide is intended to show that while the built-in Palm database does not have 
sophisticated query operations it does contain other useful features.
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Handheld Device - the application
All the information stored with a native Palm database.

For those who want to know all of the details, this slide lists all the 
information stored with each record, and with an entire database. Applications 
can make use of these features to, for example, make some records private.
However to really understand what role these pieces of information play one 
should consult a programming book such as “Palm Programming: The 
Developer’s Guide” by Neil Rhodes and Julie McKeehan.
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Handheld Device - the application
The custom Palm application makes it easy to display relevant data.

The custom Palm application simplifies the use of the product database by 
using filters to display subsets of data. Each product is classified into a 
category and subcategory, which are selected from pick-lists. Only items 
matching the selected category and subcategory are available in the Item pick-
list. This makes it much faster for a user to locate a specific item as they do 
not need to scroll through the entire product database.

The Satellite Forms scripting language includes built-in support for data filtering 
making it very easy to implement. It is not that difficult to supply the same 
functionality to a native C program, although it would need to be added by a 
developer.
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Handheld Device - the development environment
The Satellite Forms scripting language was used to develop the Palm program

The Palm application for the SCEA Merchandising system was written using 
the Satellite Forms development environment, from Puma Technologies. 
Satellite Forms is a scripting language with an easy to use tool for quickly 
creating the user interface for a Palm form.
Satellite Forms was chosen for the SCEA Merchandizing system because of 
its Visual Basic-like ease of use, and ability to make rapid changes to the user 
interface. Once the system is completed by an outside contractor SCEA’s own 
IT staff will be able to make additional changes and upgrades without having 
to learn the complete Palm OS® API.
Satellite Forms also allows for small native programming application to be 
integrated into the main program to supply additional capabilities. For the 
SCEA system extensions were used to read the Palm’s internal device number 
as an added security option as well as to use the barcode scanner.



Applications written in scripting languages like Satellite Forms are 
slower than those developed from a native C/C++ compiler like 
CodeWarrior. The trade off is that more time and specialized expertise is 
needed for the latter.
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Synchronization Software
ScoutSync is used as the server synchronization solution.

There are a wide variety of server synchronization products and approaches. 
For the SCEA Merchandising system Scout was selected in order to allow for 
the greatest flexibility. 
A Scout conduit was written in Visual Basic to control the details of the data 
exchange between the Palm and the back-end SQL Server database during a 
synchronization. The primary task of the conduit is to direct data from specific 
database tables on the Palm device to specific tables within the SQL Server 
database. The conduit determines which user is synchronizing and supplies 
them with the appropriate information. For example, merchandisers in New 
York will only receive information on retail outlets in the North East.
The conduit is also vital to maintaining version control. Newer versions of the 
Palm application can have slightly different data requirements (perhaps a new 
field, such as a web address, is added to a store contact). The conduit must be 
able to work with multiple versions until all users have upgraded.



Scout is now used as the core of Palm Computing’s new server 
synchronization product HotSync® Server.
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Business Systems - the central database
The system uses a SQL Server database on the enterprise server

The information collected by the merchandisers is ultimately synchronized 
into a single SQL Server database running on the main server. The database is 
used to store information gathered from the field, such as prices and quantities 
of items in different stores. Reporting done using this database then yields 
timely and accurate information for the companies marketing specialists. The 
main database also stores information that is sent back to the field, such as the 
addresses of retail stores, allowing the central IT people to constantly update 
and add to critical data needed in the field.
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Business Systems - database systems
The conduit uses ODBC, allowing for almost any database to be used

The information from the fleet of Palm devices is sent back to a single 
database. By using a special layer of software commands the Scout conduit is 
able to “speak” a database language that is understood by all the major 
vendors. This retains the flexibility to change or upgrade the back-end systems 
without having to rewrite the conduit or make other drastic changes.
SCEA uses a SQL Server 6.5 database, although they wanted to retain the 
capability to change to a different solution in the future. The Scout conduit 
uses an ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) driver on the server to actually 
send and receive information from the database. All major database vendors 
have products that will work with the ODBC standards. Therefore, the IT staff 
will be able to change the back-end database to something from Oracle, 
Sybase, IBM, etc. with minimal effort.

Be aware that it is possible that minor changes will be needed in case a new 



database does not operate exactly the way the current ODBC driver 
expects.
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Business Systems - administration program
A custom administration program is used to modify synchronization details

The central database also stores information about the retail outlets and the 
merchandisers themselves. This data is used to filter the data that is 
synchronized by only sending merchandisers records pertaining to retail 
outlets in their territories. The details of this sort of filtering is controlled by a 
custom designed Administration program running on the server.
The Administration program used by this system allows an IT person to 
establish different user groups and to move users between groups. The 
Administration program does this by making changes in special tables within 
the database. During a synchronization the conduit reads these table to 
determine which data a particular user gets.

There are other choices for device management that might be applicable in other 
situations. All the major synchronization products now ship with device 
management utilities of one sort or another.
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Thank you!

Any questions?
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